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Abstract. Early childhood education is very important for the child's future [1]. Early childhood is the age of gold where the development of children into a period of development is very decisive. The mix of primary colors (Red, yellow, blue), will become secondary color, and this is generally not understood by kindergarten children. To introduce the secondary color requires a method of learning that shows directly how to obtain it, such as the method of demonstration learning. The purpose of this study is to improve the ability to recognize the secondary color in children with the method of demonstration learning. This research uses Class Action Research method. The subjects of this study were students of group B kindergarten GMIM Hosiana Tumatangtang amounted to 14 children. The results obtained through two cycles with the application of demonstration methods can improve the ability to introduce secondary color.
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1. Introduction

Early childhood education is very important for the child's future [1], early childhood is the age of gold where the development of children into a period of development is very decisive[2], because at this time that determines the beginning of the character formation, personality, and cognitive child [3]. Child Kindergarten aged 4-6 years is included in Early Childhood Education and is a pre-school child who must get stimulus in the field of education to grow up in entering the level of further education. Learning in kindergarten is learning that introduces the child with the things he / she encounters in everyday life. For example color recognition and naming [4].

The mix of primary colors (Red, yellow, blue), will become secondary color, and this is generally not understood by kindergarten children. To introduce the secondary color requires a method of learning that shows directly how to
obtain it [5][6], such as the method of demonstration learning. Implementation of demonstration methods can improve the smooth motor development in kindergarten children while building children's knowledge [7].

The purpose of this study is to improve the ability to introduce the secondary color in children with the method of demonstration learning. With the method of teaching demonstration teachers can show directly on the children how the process of coloring primary and produce a new color of secondary color, so that learning feels more meaningful for the child [8] while providing knowledge about the color naming in children.

2. Methods

This study uses classroom action research, and more clearly described in the following chart [9]. The stages of this research consist of 4 stages, namely 1) Planning: the researcher preparing the plan by making the learning process plan [10], 2) Implementation of Research, in implementing the researcher assisted by the student of PGPAUD State University of Manado, 3) Observation, research and the next stage 4) reflection, at this stage the researcher analyzes the research and obstacles encountered in the study, then analyzes the results of learning that produce and retrieve the results of research. For data information techniques, knowledge and interviews. The subjects of this study were students of group B of kindergarten GMIM Hosiana Tumatangtang 14 children, consisting of 6 girls and 8 boys. Data analysis techniques used by using the star symbol (*) as a sign of achievement at the Directorate General of National Education Dikas[11].

![Figure 1. Classroom Action Research Cycle](image)

3. Results and Discussion

The implementation of classroom action is carried out in two cycles. In cycle 1 there are 3 or 21.43% of children get one star sign from 14 children who follow the learning activities. This shows that the ability of the three children can still be categorized not yet have the ability to introduce the secondary colors of green, purple, and orange. While 5 or 35.71% of children get a two star sign, here they can already know the color yellow, while the color purple and orange has not recognized the children. Then 4 or 28.57% of children get a three star sign, which
is categorized the child already knows all the secondary colors but require the help of color samples. Furthermore 2 or 14.28% of children get four stars, which indicates that they already have the ability to introduce the secondary color of green, ungu, and orange well even without help. So in cycle I there are 6 or 42.86% of children who succeed, from the number of children who have good development in terms of recognizing the green, purple, and orange color of the target 80%.

The achievement of cycle 1 has not met the success criteria. This happens because the level of concentration and listening from each child is different[12]. Therefore, to introduce the colors in the Kindergarten children of group B is not enough with only one time but it takes several times the experiment or demonstration and addition of the teachers who provide the settled knowledge [13]. It is also in the process of secondary color recognition, image images that are not yet available to provide a clear appeal to children. Therefore, the attention and responsibility as well as the achievements of cycle 1, so you do not have to worry about things like super strong images that again like Avengers, and Hulk as well as Sofia and Frozen princess.

The result of the 2nd cycle of 14 children following the learning, no children get one star sign. This indicates that the child is familiar with the secondary color, while 1 or 7.14% of children get a two star sign indicating that the child's ability is still categorized as developing. This child can already know the color green, and orange, but for the color purple has not been recognized by the child. Then 7 children or 50% of students get three star marks that are categorized children already know all the secondary colors but still need the help of color samples. Furthermore, 6 or 42.86% of children get four stars indicating that they already have the ability to introduce secondary colors, namely green, purple, and orange, which means they already know the color well without help. So, in this 2nd cycle there are 13 or 92.86% of children who have known the secondary color well. The result of this research on the second cycle has reached the target of research criteria that 80% of children experience good development in terms of secondary color, therefore this research is said to be successful.

The use of demonstration methods on secondary color recognition learning has been able to provide experience in children so that it becomes a knowledge of secondary color names[14]. The results obtained through two cycles with the implementation of demonstration methods can improve the ability to introduce secondary color.

The use of demonstration methods on secondary color recognition learning has been able to provide experience in children thus building an understanding of the process of secondary color formation and becoming a knowledge of secondary color names [13] Knowledge built through understanding will provide more stimulation to the child's memory of secondary color naming than the knowledge gained through rote[15].

4. Conclusion

The results obtained through two cycles with the application of demonstration methods can improve the ability to introduce secondary color.
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